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ABSTRACT
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attempt to redesign a story.lesson.from a basal program and (2) a
large vocabulary development program_that investigated the
relationship between Vocabulary knowledge and reading
comprehensionare briefly discussed in the fourth section. The
monogriph.dancludes that, in an attempt to be everything to
everybody, basals sometimes set too Many goa s for individual
lessons. Specific recommendations are listed for each of the problem
areas identified throughout the monograph. ( RH)
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Dev oping Comprehnsion:
The-knpatt-of-the Direcie&-----
Reading Lesson

Igabel L B66
University of ttsburgh

Over the last five years I have spent, an enormous amotint of time poring
over commercial reading materials; My initial work was an analySiS of
strategies use- l to teach decoding in eight beginning reading programs
(Beck & Mcc'aslin, 1978)2A second endeavor was an e3cArnination dall
aspects of instruction (except code breaking) that 'might affect:com-
prehension. For this study, we elected two widely used basals as our
information bast ,(Beck, McKeo n, McCaslt, & Burkes, 1979); ftlost
recently I have examined the dee ding and e7mprehensiOn dimension of
three additional programs. The rsoo of my research on reading pro-
grams hagencompassed a moder t to in-depth looli at 13 basal programs,
(See, also Beck' 1981; Beck Block, 1979;' Beck, McCaslir4 &'
Mckfeown, 1981; Beck & MCKeizi,ikti, 1981; Beck, McKeoWn, & McCas-
lin, 981; Beck, McKeown, & MeCaSlin, in. press.)_

T1ie following. assumptions motivated my analysis of commercial pro- V
grams: first; that basals represent the state of the art of reading-instruc-
tion; second; that to offer suggestions for the imprOveMent of instruction,
re earchers must understand existing practice at a detailed level; third.
th t information about instruction contained in the theratuFeat-large or in
publishers: descriptiOns of their programs was too, global to promote
understanding of practice beyond its surface features.

With that brief overview of my work with reading programs and my
reasons for pursuing that research, I now turn to the specific issues that
are the,focus of this chapter. The issues to be discussed were identified in ,
a J979 monograph. I should point out however, that since publication of
that monograph I have worked with several other progran and have
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4 BECK "

found the &sues identii in the Monograph' relevant to the additional

programs. Hence- information base can be-considered larger than two
programs.

The reading e. 7"r". field in general' and the programs we worked
with in particular view comprehension instruction as occurring ihrougb
the directed reading lessbn (a series of events surrounding a textual selec-
tion from the children'sreader), and the skins sequences (exercises aimed

at promoting what, are considered specific "Skills." such as finding the
main idea or following directionS). Our work has focused on the directed
reading lesson because it is the most traditional format for reading instruc-
tion and because iticOnSiitries a major portion of the instructional time
devoted to reading. This Assumption is made by looking at the amount of
materia) present in the teacher 'g guides and by teachers own reports :
about how they spend instructional time during reading periods:

The implicit objective of a directed reading lesson is to provide students
with meaningful encounters with text so that they can build habits of
comprehending. The typical lesson plan followed by teachers involves
preparing students for an upcoming selection; having stbdents read the
selection, and finally; a discussion of the selection. From examination of
these components in randomly selected lessons._ we have identified seven
issues that may Play a role in student comprehension of the selections
they read; -

As a background to a discussion of these4ssues the view of reading4
comprehension that underlies our work should be presented. Reading
comprehension is not a unitary wocess. Rather it is a complex process
compriled of a number of interiating subprocesses. Nor is reading corn

prehension a single abilitY. Rather it is highly dependent upon the
reader's decoding accueacy detoddAiluency, vocabulary knowledge,
previous background with the cont AIIPM a given selection, and more It
would seem to follow, then, that attempts to improve comprehension are

more likely to be productive if consideration is given to the Components of
the-comprehension process told the abilities and knowledge required to

these processes and the instructional procedures used to pro-
mote the abilities and tea the knowledge.

Also underlying our *ork are some notions about conditicing, that
Mould facilitate the comprehension of a specific text. Here we acknowl-
edge that new knowledge is more readily acquired by oral/aural language
experiences until children are able to comprehend as efficiently by read-
ing as they are by listening. Stich?. Beek. Hauke, Kleiman. and James
(1974) suggest this occurs around the seventh or eighth grade. Hence; an
oral language to written language sequence is inherent in our notions

_ . .
about comprehensumAnStruction.

Now the discAgigii- can prikeed to the issues we identified: The first
issue concerns the Very earliest texts that children encounter:

_



t DEVELOPING COMPREHENSION 5

PROBLEMATIC ASPECTS OF -THE EARLIEST
TEXTUAL MATERIALS

In virtually all reading programs, children are required to ;interact inde-
pendently with nieces of connected text, early in the process of learning to
read; That is; they are assigned to read a story selection silently. To be
sure; ai the, beginning; the texts read are just several sentences hut they
are meant to convey meaning It is during the tile that each -child in-
teracts thtext independently that comprehension is constructed and
the meaning of the text becomes represented in memory;

Since it is important that children be taught to develop a meaning-
detection rather than a word-recognition orientation to the process of

.reiing, nis necessary that they have all Ithe elements needed for con-
strutting m . _Young leaders an recognize so few words in print;
however, that dev Vo-pers of beginning reading matepials must of necessity
work within a seve ely restricted vocabulary pool to &ewe textual 'mate-
rials. Such vocabu ry limitations imposed upon the earliest texts often
preclude the most irect way of conveying meaning.

We found that t ese restrictions can lead to two types of problematic
texts in beginning reading materials: (a) those for which.the best words to
describe a story concept are unavailable, and are replaced by roundabout
kinguage or by referring expressionS: such as here and this and (b) those
that partially or totally omit information needed for story development. I
will present an example of a text that has both roundabout language and
omitted information.' This text attempts to communicate that a character
is running so fast that he cannot stop in time to avoid falling into a pond.
The children read:-

I can run fast.
I see a pond.
I rust stop.
I can' stop.
The p nd is bad luck.

Certainly these words do not represent the most direct way of com-
municating the intended message.

To compensate for the incomplete nature of the early texts, program
developers often rely on accorhpanying pictures and information that is to
be provided by the teacher or elicited from the children to carry the story
content.

We selected a number of problematic texts and analyzed and evaluated
the mechanisms (pictures and orally provided information) the programs
used to coinpensate for incomplete texts: In some cases, the program

'The example was altered to make program attribution difficUlt.
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mechanisms' seemed successful for maintaining 'textual coherence. In
other cases, the mechanisms did not seem adequate to make texts from
which young readers would be likely-to-construct meahing. .

Rea?, nendations: Since the limited vdcabularit of all early reading
materials is inadequate to carry well-forfned story lines or even'well-
formed messages; we make the recommendation;,that developers view
these early texts as stories that are partly_ told to Children. Some,of.the
story would be read but the remaining elements -necessary for textual
coherene should be provided by the teacher. through judicious. Use of
questions and discussion during the reading lesson. The major concern
here is that children be given all the elements necessary for constructing
meaning: This IS particularly important because reading at this early level
is a new enterprise; children.need to be made aware- that the reading
process is directed toward constructing meaning.

Picture Characteristics

There is lame .arch that iffilicates that pictures whose content agrees
.-

with that of a printed text improve children's comprehension; but that
pictures whose content is out of keeping with a printed text reduce com-
prehension (Peeck; 1974): In addition', some evidence suggests that sty-
listic factors of pictures (the way in which pictures are drawn) affect
children's comprehension of a story (Paulsen; Kintsch, kintsch, & Pre-
mack, 1979); Our work focused upon isolating specific aspects of pictures.
under the two broad categories of:sty/e and content that may help or
hinder comprehension.

First; let us consider style: In our review of the pictures included in the
first two grades of several programs, we identified artistic stylization as a
potentially problematic factor. In an effort to expose children to a variety
of artistic styles, recent programs have included story illustrations that
range from thc very realistic to. very abstract, and from very simple to
highly elaborate.

. It is our view that in some cases, abstract or elaborate stylization may
increase the task demands for identifying an important picture element:
For example, in one story, stylization takes the form of elaborate-cos-
tumes worn by the story's animid characters. In the story; thc words for
some of the animals-..(e.g.; boar; ox, dragon; rooster) are jusg being in-
troduced into the children's reading vocabulary. It seems that children
might gain clearer conceptionS of any animals that may have been previ-
ou,sly unknown if the pictures were less/ ornate. Indeed, Paulsen
(1979) have suggested that excessive elaborate detail distracts chilarc i. In
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. .,.. ..
another story; a grasshopper is a major cha cter; Here, the grasshopper
is drawn in colorful Picasso-like style: When several adults were ques-
tioned about the picture; they could notidentify _the creattire.;. _ ; _ _.

Another stylistic factor thq may cause comprehension difficulties Is :
change of perspective. Poulsep et al:. found that childrett,Fx0CrienCe
difficulty in; understanding .a story in which the pictures tittd,crgo "grass
changes in perspective" (p. _398). We foul-d- minther of:SeleCtionsex- J.r
hibiting what we-55, nsidered to be radici

a
l .hifts in perSnective,.Fpr. in-'

ktance, a squirrel family is pictured smaller than a human .fainilyi.,Olva.
subsequent page it is largerthan the human/tam-11y. .:,:,:,'.,i. __.-----; :

We suspect that.difficultiesin comprehension cah.,alkO arise beause of
thecoment of the art, that is the elements of a story that are included in
pictures or the overall .view of a story that is depicted. On problcitt of.
picture content is that of a conflict between the picture arid the text We

-,

did Andeed 'find some pictures that were truly in defiance of the bask .'

tenets of thesstories they accompanied.

Recommendations: It would seem that ,problematie picturgsititations
could be reduced by giving- more deliberate consideration to the role of
pictures in early reading materials: Since pictures are often an integral
part of the texts in early grades; efforts should be made to design pictures
and the discussion around them so that they highlight; clarify; or comple- .

ment text concepts: Certainly they should not 'confuse text concepts;
Accordingly; attempts. by developers of programs to include a range of
artistic styles in their student materials should not take precedence over
the goal of devising pictures that children understand easily.

Divisions Within a Story

/In the primary grades children are usually assigned a portion of a text to
read and then are :Stopped for a questioning/discussion period. In our
review of teacher's manuals, we found instances where little attention had
been given to the suitability of stopping points. We think that interrupting
reading at an inappropriate point in,a story epic de might impede com-
prehension in much the same way that inappi*riate paragraphing or
punctuation can disruptor more mature reader's comprehension. For the
mature reader, when the discourse unexpectedly bodtinues in the suite
,vein as before the interruption; comprehension may suffer: The question-
ing/discussion period between the ending of one silent reading unit and
the beginning of the next can be as long as several minutes; When this
period interrupts in the middle of a story episode and lasts a long time;
comprehension may suffer.
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-Recommendations. When narratives are to be divided into smaller
pOrtions for the purposes of questioning/discussion; it would seem wise
to divide them in accordance with a plan that takes into account the
sequences of events in the stories: We suggest the episodic structures that-
story grammars describe may provide some helpful constructs for iden-
tifying appropriate division points: Applying these constructs of episodic
structure may emphasize the unified nature of the episodes and may thns
help to promote story comprehension and recall.

, Previous Knowledge Assumed by, the Texts

I now discuss the relationship between p eviously acquired knowledge .

and the content of what is being read in t c directed rcaitairlesson. The
importance of prior knowledge insompre ension is not 41ew discovery,
but it recently has received a gOod de-al s research attention. Prior knowl-
edge is seen as providing the framewo that helps the reader to assimilate
new information. Anderson, Reynold , Schallert; and -Goetz (1976) note
that "it may turn but that many pro' ems in reading comprehension are

- traceable to deficits in knowledge rather than deficitS in linguistic skills
narrowly conceived- (p. 19).

In our examinations bf selectio s from later primary-grade and inter-
mediate-grade books, we beca e concerned with what could be mis-

,midches between the previous nowledge important for understanding*
certain selections and the actua knowledge of the children who would be
reading the selection: Conside , for example; a fifth-grade-story that as-
sumes knowledge of the ante ellum South and an understanding of vari-
ous facets of a slave's life; C prehension of the story would be likely to
suffer unless stetterits hav:e a appropriate background in which to fit such
concepts as Quaker; Un erground Railroad, free state.s..;. overseer-,
.trader; bloodhounds, runa ay; patrol, and hummocks, Or Consider a
sixth-grade fitory that is he vily dependent upon nautical and sea-related
knowledge, r a fourth-gr de story that relies upon knowledge of the
interdependen e of animal in nature. Sonhisticated knowledge structures
are needed to corifprehen these stories,

Setting the stage fdr c prehension through the prereadirig discussion
appears rather pcifunet s ry ip some recent programst We did not see
within the teiacher'S gui es any systematic prepAratioh for those selec-
tions that are obviously ore difficult than others in terms of the prerequi-
site knowledge required for understanding.

Recommendations. or texts that require consickrable pnbr -knowl-
edge, the prereading.d scussion should certainly begiven mot's, serious
consideration. Of coui- e, wide individual differences among students us-

9
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ing the* ogram rfiakc it impossible for program developers to accommo-
date thc n Ititude of variations in thc BackgroundkOf those students. But
it would appear that desightng more suitable prcreading activities,
eliminating unnecessary terminology,. and discarding certain selections
would mukc selections more appropriate for general usc. Program de-
ye-topers also have the obligation to continually remind teachers that chit-:
dren come to texts with varying degrees of relevant previous knowledge,
and that their teaching must be adjusted accordingly. Reading programs
can preclude some comprehension problems by providing activitiesWhat
will help children acquire knowledge appropriate to a specific reading
selection; for example; pre-reading-time oral discussions structured to
develop knowledge frameworks relevant to the upcoming reading selec-
tion.

There has. been about for a long time thc notion of teaching reading
through the content subjects; l s rt that notion; but I think we should
become aware that we need to be tcac ng content in the ifeading class; as
well.

Vocabulary 1

.

Very closely related to the background knowledge required for reading a
text is ica.bulary knowledge. In this. section my empbasik is on single
words rather than networks of ideas as was the case in the section on
background knowl ge. . .

By about the th d grade,,and certainly by the fourth grade, most of the
selections, in the ewer reading programs are drawn from independently
published materials, as compared to selections created by a publisher for
inclusion in their series.' ThTnewer basals are virtual anthologies. Au
thorS oNhe selections are professional writers using the best wordsavail-
able from the general vocabulary to communicate their ideas: Thus the
kind of vocabulary control found in the older basals is not in evidence in
current programs. The sophisticated vocabulary in the selections from the
newer basals has both positive and negative potential for students reading
the books: The negative potential is obvioustoo many'unramiliar words
will cause compirehension problems: The positiVe potential is arso obvi-
auschildren can add .words to their store of v Wabulary-

....

. Vocabulary development strategies Freated psi each story lesson begin"
with the identification of a subset of words that developers believe may
cause. decoding or meaning difficulty. These words are listed in the
teacher's manuals. BY the third or fourth grad the programs assume

competent decoding; most of the words noted sa the teacher's manuals
are of thk meaning- iffitulty variety. These mords become "target 'Words"

-_ for vocabulary developmtiwactivities: Traditionally, the developmerit of

10
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word meaning is, attended to by itiStiOctional events th- at occur prior to
re adingi chirime" and iiffrr readiitg. I will summarize briefly the

-,. vocabulary instruction founk:lit each of these points.

Prior to Reading
;In the teacher's manuals of Most intermediate' reading programs-, th.-F.

dyelopet-S provide specific instrupional strategics for dealing with the
leaning of target words. One of the programs we studie- d is very atypical

i this reke,ird, as no sucli strategics are detailed. There is:simply a general
JIgges;tion that the teacher may want to preintroduce target wads bY
Writikt them' on the board and using them in strong oral The
other programs We studied do reflect the traditional tendency to preteach
at least a subset of the target words..In most cases of prereading,instruc-
tion. target words are presented in sentence's 'constructed 'to. provide
enough context to allow the students to infer the meaning of the target
word. Besides this -context- method tlfere are other traditional defining
tasks 4nd sentence generation tasks.

During Reading
In all the programs we examined. the main vehicle for vocabulary in-,

struction is the reading selection itself. Children are expected to learn new
.words by inferring their meanings froth the text. But the texts,children
using have-not been specifically constructed to provide the context necei-
sary for conveying the meaning or tiii-g0 words. Rather. as I noted prev17-
ously,-,the SelectiOnS were written by professional writers :tvhoSe concern
is the communication of ideas rather than_thespecific_demonstration of
tiSe meanings of particular words. Since the texts, are not constractid
SpetifiCally to establish the meanings of target words. it seems that the
extent to which a context is likely to lead_areader to the meaning of a
target word depends on chance rallWr than on design. '.

We conducted a small study t see hOW helpful these contexts, were. ;.
Two stories were selected from the basal'reader$. and the target wOrdS
were blacked out: Adults were then askedto read the stories and deter-
mine the target words 'or -erbse syfionyms. The adult-readers were able to
identify at average of only 51% of the target words (orsynoriymS) from

context. These, target words were already in the vocabulary reperlOiies of
our adult subjects; it would seem that children unfamiliar with WC words
would be much less likely to get meaning from the cfantexts.We have
develOped a categorization scheMe that predicts whiCh words will be
identified, but a discussion of that is not germane to this -paper See Beck.
McKeown, & McCaslin, in Pi-eSS). The point h e is t natural contexts
are not a reliable way of_cdilVeying ineanin of p fltially unfamiliar
words.
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, Most programs include ti glossary in the student reader. Cpildren are
.expected to refer to the glossary 1'or meanings of unfamiliar words en-
countered in their reading elections; Unquestionably, knowing how to
use a glossary is a highly valuable skill: But there is evidence that expect-
ing children to look up unfamiliar words as they are encoatered during
reading is outstionahle as._a major strategy for teaching ward meaning:
Beyond third grade, children read selections independently; they are on
their own to identify and look urf unfamiliar, words, Studies have shown
that children have difficulty isolating words whose meanings the.y'sdo not
know (Anderson & Kulhavy; 1972; Harris & Sipay, 1975); many children
may he unlikely to recognize the need to ysetiffeference. Even when they
identify an unknown word, it scents that only, highly motivated student4
choose to interrupt their reading to check on its, meaning. The teachers we
have infotmally questionedreport that they rarely see their students refer'
to the glossaries in their botiks.

The programs' reliance on story Context and in-dependent use of_the
glossary as methods of vocabulary 4evelopment are 'at best appropriate
only for the --most motivated and competent readers. Children'. most in
need of vociibulary _development, the Tess skilled readers who are unlikely
to add to their 'vocabulary from.outside sources, receive little benefit from
such indirect oppOrtunities. °

Atter Reading

In most programs, after-reading activities ndude a variety of "skills'
developntent exercises. For 'vocabulary they consist mostly of indepen-
dently complelfdiexercises..4n 9-ne of the programs we worked with;
after-reading activities in the vocabulary strand are oriented toward rein-
fOrcing target words: For each story lesson, after-reading exercises are
provided for the same set of target words foundjiitthe story, These ac-
tivities provide oa more -encounter with the.wards; The words do not
reappear on any regular basis in latfr reading selections, in another pro-
gram (thesame,;p'sogram that *detailed no vocabulary.preteaching strate-
gies); after-read-41v vocabulary activities introduce an.entirely new set of
words. No _effor4A,js made to provide experience With*the target ,words
introduced in thai,',Iories.

V

The Best and Worst in Juxtaposition

Let us now forImoment consider the best case of vocabulary instruc-
tion that we found in the'programs we studied. A new vocabulary word is
presented in a sentence that elucidates the meaning of the new word; the
word is encountered in the text selection, and the student lotiks it up in

. the glossary if she/hedoes not remember its, meaning; the word appears a
third time in an independently completed, after-reading activity. The
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word does not appear again in subsequent selections or in vocabulary
work. Remember, this is the best instance of new word experience that
we encountered. It does not necessarily occur with any regularity:

At worst, a new word appears solely in a selectiOn and the student skips
-over it because she/he either does*not recognize it as an unknown word or -
does not want to be bothered with the disruptive glossary step.

. Recommendations. Clearly; there is a big difference between these
instances in ttm chances that a new word will be learned. However, we
believe that even in the best case presented; it is likely that a new word
has tot had enough exposure for its meaning to be readily accessed even a
short time after the instruction: Indeed; it is our assertion that 4 takes an
extended ,series of fairly intense exposures before one 'owns " a word,
that is; before it can be quickly accessed and applied in appropriate con-
texts:

We believe< is iS.particularly so since words introduced at thit level
are nOf of th, "':fieard in everyday conversation, and thus not reliably
reinforced. ore, we believe that neither the frequency conditions
nor the instructional strategies in intermediate g4des reading programs
are effective ror enhancing word knowledge.

,Toward the end of this chapter, I discuss an instructional experirrient
that we have conducted that investigates the relationship between vo-
cabulary and reading comprehension. There are implications for program
developers inherent in this.work.

SETTING THE DIRECTION FOR STORY LESSON
READING

We next examined the traditional practice of setting a purpose for reading
each selection. In closely examining the direction-setting activity through
flip intermediate grades in several programs, we found examples that
might have a positive effect on the readees comprehension of the text,
and examples that might have a generally negative eiTect on reading be-
havior and in turn, on comprehension. We agree with a statement made
by Frase (1977) that "purpose in reading may lead a reader to stray from
as well as move toward, desirable learning outcomes" (p. 43). In the

__`present discussion, the "desirable learning outcome" is, of course, good
comprehension of the 4kt.

First; I -consider some exampleg' or interfering direCtion-setting'ac-
tivities and discuss the reasons they may affect comprehension nega-
tively. Interfering direction-setting activitio err in three different ways.
There arc instances of direction-setting activities that could set the reader
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off in the wrong direction; these misdirective activities seem likely to
evoke inappropriate expectations; expectations that are not confirmed .

when the story is read.
Secondly, actinides in which the direction' setting seemed right but the

scope too narrow. That is the focus of the direction-setting activity was
on only a small portion of the selection, usually found at either the begin-
ning or ending Of the story. The activity, therefore, excludes most of the
story's content from its focus.

Thirdly, instances or direction-setting activities that in themelves give
away information that.should be determined byreading. While such
away" activities can set the reader off in the tight direction, griey
take him or her through the whole journey, and make the reaang of the
story either unnecessary or anticlimactic.

Ideally, a positive direction-setting activity, by, evoking a network of
relevant associations, should prepare children to construct the meaning of
text. It should not just elicit one or two bits of information. A direction-
setting activity should provide a framework fpr the organization of events
and concepts in a selection so that many aspects of thil text become
interrelated. To identify the key ingredients of direction-setting activities
that would further these obiectives, the notions of Anderson (1977) and
others about schematmare helpful. -

Schemata; which have variously been called scripts, frames, or plans,
are already existing structures into which new concepts can be incor-
porated. Anderson describes a schemans a framework for ideas that can
be thought ofkas conjoining "slots" to be filled;

ffecommendations. Direction-setting activities should be formulated
'to conform to a schematic design. A schema promoting a network of ideas
relevant to the content of a text might, transform a direction-setting activ-
ity from an information-gathering directive into a plan that would help
children identify, interrelate, and remember important story elements.
The schematically oriented direction-setting activity differs from the in-
formation-gathering type in that it is more concerned with setting children
Vtinking in ways that will help them to understand the story than specify-
ing particular story elements to be located and remembered.

AFTER-READING QUESTIONS

I turn now to %consideration of questionsasked in conjunction with story
reading. Questioning students on what they have read is the most exten-
sively used form of 'comprehension guidance: Conventional wisdom
would indicate that questions are asked for two purpose,. First;. because

4
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comprehension occurs inside the head and cannot be observed, teachers
ask questions to determine whether students have understood a text
Answers can function as a measure of compre.heOion. Second, questions
are seen as an aid to the development ofComprehension liviv does not take
place sppntaneously during reading; that is questions can function as
post hoes probes for organizing and integrating story content. It is this
latter function of questions with which we were concerned:

Since after-reading questioning is such a prevalent instructional prac-
tice, it has received much attention in ale literature. The study of ques'-
iions"generally revolves around taxonomic notitns of comprehension;
there are several lev.els of comprehenisioti fawn low to high,. or simple to
complex. Numerous studies have analyzed after-reading questions from'
basal readers or teacher-generated questions. The most often cited rec-
ommendation from such studies is that more attention be given to higher
levels of comprehensiOn; for example; questions that elicit inferences,
evaluation; and appreciation.,

It should be noted, however, that questions from higher levels of tax-
onomies; those considered to be "better" in the taxonomic view, do not
necessarily require greater interaction with text information. For exam-,
ple; a question that asks children to identify with a story character
"How would you feel if you had been GoldiloCks?"------would be labeled an
appreciation question, the highest category on one taxonomy. Yet, a
response to such a question would probably require less reliance on text
informatiosa than a question that required a synthesis of story events;
Such a question would be found on a lower level of the taxonomy;

Questions for promoting comprehension cannot be evaluated as "good"
or_"poor" unless we know, within the story framework; the role of the
information tapped by the question. The importance of the information
tapped by questions was emphasized by Kintsch and Vipond (1978) in
discussing the usefulness of questions in measuring 'comprehension. We
think this notion applies to promoting comprehension as well

Through an extension of Kintsch and Vipond's notion, we are able to
describe how we believe questiOns should function to promote com-
prehension of a story: Our view is quite simple. Questions should tip
information that is central to story development. But it is not enough for
questions solely to elicit discrete bits of important story content. Ques-
tions for a story should be generated to promote the development of a
unified conception of the story, or a map of the story. Any coherent story
map must interweave explicit and implicit story concepts. Here we regis-
ter our concern with the tendency to structure questions according to
taxonomic notions to thc extent that question sequences begin by eliciting
a "literal" recitation of a story without acknowledging that a basic under-
standing of what is read requires that inference;1 be draw-G. Questioning
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that attempts to develop a story map does recognize the importance of
making certain inferences as well as recalling explicit story events.L

Recommendations. To promote the development of a story map;- in-
formation elicited by each question should build on What has .preceded;
There are two notions here. First, questions shouldproceed in a sequence
that matches the progression of ideas or.of events in the story. Second;
questions -should be framed to highlight the interrelationship of story
ideas.

After a story map has been established. additional questions can then
appropriately extend discussion to broader perspectives. Text extension
questions could develop a story interpretation, explore a general Theme or
lesson embodied in the story, probe the use of literary etinVetigiiiig within
the story; or act to extend the text by making story ideas a springboard for
more general discussion: In our view; the extension of story ideas can
enhance comprehension of a story if a map of the story has already been
developed; story extension questioning; however; cannot substitute for
the development of a story map:

FOLLOWING THROUGH ON THE ISSUES

We have identified some of the issues that might affect comprehension of
a given text. Throughout the published versions of our work we cited
existing theory and/or research and/or logical argument and/Or our own
teaching experiences as backdrops for our discussion of practices that
appeared problematic. We view our work as issues generating; or as the
plowwork needed before empirical studying of some of the issues.

We have now completed the first phase of two experimental studies
about the issues we identified. The first study was an attempt to redesign a
story lesson from a basal program and to assess comprehension of the
redesigned version and the original version. The second study was a very
large vocabulary development program that investigated the relatioaShip
between vocabulary knowle4e and reading comprehension.

I am not able to report either study in any detail. For the vocabulary
study I discuss the fiiidings in several sentences. For the story study I
present slightly more information; as it covers a number of the issues,1
have discussed in the present chapter :.

The Vocabulary Study

To investigate the relationship between vocabulary knowledge and read-
ing comprehension. we designed and implemented an extensive vocabu-
lary program that taught approximately 100 words to fourth-graders over
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a five- month period (Beck, McCaslin; & McKeown; 1980): Fourth grad-
ers from the same school who were matched on vocabulary and reading-
athievement served as controls. The two groups were compared on tasks
using instructed and control words. Gains in specific word knowledge, in
comprehension at the word; sentence; and discotirse levels, and in geh=
eral word knowledge and reading comprehension were made by the CAE._
penmental group children: In contrast to some previous_ vocabulary

" training studies; our work indicated that a vocabulary training program
can lead to gains in comprehension (Beck, Perfetti. & McKeoWn. 1982).

6

The Story Lesson Study

For the story work (Beck. Ornanson & McKeoWn. 1982), we selected a
late-second-grade narrative about a.raccoon who inadvertently frightens
some bandits. When they_flee. they drop a money bag which the raccoon
picks.-up and eventually drops-on a woman's doorstep while_ looking for
food.. The woman finds the money and attributes her good_ fortune to
having made a wish_ on a ,star. A concept _critical to understanding the
story is that it revolves around a series of coincidences: The program
developers have designed lesson elements for the story that do not pro-
mote the concept Of coincidence. Rather, these elements promote a va-
riety of concepts that are often distracting to this and-other key aspects of
the story.

The program lesson focuses on a discussiori of raccoons as clever.
playful animals. Our redesign of the lesson attempts to introduce abe
concept of coincidence and set up conditions that might help young
readers understand story events as coincidental: TheseconditionsinclUde
that bandits and raccoons share the physical characteristics of a masked
face, that animals behave in a routine manner. that they fOcirs on seeking
food and avoiding danger; and that raccoons habitually pick up objects
that are in their paths:

The pictures that accompany the original story are drawn in a fanciful
style: They promote the idea, that a fairy tale is happening rather than a-.
plausible story. Although_ the pictures are quite engliging, the conflict of
their style with the story is potentially prdblematic to comprehension. In
the redesign of the lesson, the iiictures_were redrawn in a realistic style.

The questions provided by the readihg program that are to be asked
after each, silent reading unit are uneven in quality. While some aim to
elicit important story content, others tap information that is irrelevant to
the story line: For example,_ one question asks where one might find out
why raccoons swish their food in water before eating( it: Since these
questions appear between silent reading units of the story when children
are in the process of constructing meaning, from the story; they seem
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potentially distracting. The redesigned questions systematically require
the reader to establish connections between important story states and
events in such a way that the plot is constrUcted.

We presented the stci.ryinits original forin and in a form that includa,;
all redesigned components. We also attempted to explore thc effects of i
the separate revisions. For these partial revision conditions, only one
revision element was presented in the lesson while the-4her elements
remained as -in the original version! We used a narrative analysis- de-
veloped,by Omansonlin press) to derive a methGd for scoring children's
recalls of the story. This analysiS identifies the events and states of a
story, and the relations that connect them, and on the basis of these
relations classifies the content of-narratives as Central or Noncentral.
Central content describes the gist or plot of a narrative.

The basic data for the story task is the proportion of content units
recalled. The two clearest results are: The total revision group recalled
more central content at final recall than:the original story group, and none
of the partial revisions was sufficient to enhance ircall; We then con:
ducted a second study. that used the raccoon story and the origin and
revised forms of an additional story; The study had a larger sample and an
additional dependent measure; which was a set of forced-choice questions
based on explicit and implied story information. The-result was that chil-
dren reading the revised stories recalled more from the stories and cor-
rectly answered more questions than children in the original story group.
Thus we have reliable evidence that comprehension of a text can be -4
enhanced through the careful crafting of the lesson elements surrounding
the text. . -

I would like to say something more about the generalizabilityi of en-
hanced comprehension of apecific text. 'Title approach of redesigning a
single reading lesson stems from a notion that daily encounters with read-
ing lessons that consistently facilitate text comprehension may lead to the
development of generarcomprehension flUeney. Any attempt to test the
Validity of such -a global notion must begin with a demonstration that
comprehension of a single story can be enhanced by a careful structuring
of the lesson elements surrounding that story. If this can be demonstiated
with several individual stories, then the idea that the lesson elements
surrounding a text- can be "engineered" to enhance comprehension of
specific materfals.will have some empirical basis; However; evidence of
the enhancement of comprehension of specific texts is necessary; but not

) sufficient; to permit the claim that general comprehension will thus be
/ affected; Yet it is intuitively compelling to think that reading experiences

designed to maximize conditions for the construction of comprehension
will better prepare children to comprehend subsequent texts. An attempt -.J.

to measure the validity of the notion concerning general comprehension

8
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would,require large-scale instructional manipulation and longitudinal as-
sessment. Such an undertaking is beyond the scope of the present prof
gram of research; but needs to be considered eventually. At present, we
believe we have taken a useful step and believe that the issues we have
raised can be used by developers now.

COMMENTS

If I have one major Criticism of current basars,it could be s mined up.by
remarking that the 'basals are attempting to be evecythingto everybody
and thereby have conflicting goals. I would like tip consideir.seme of these.

' It appears that the basals want to expose children to "Woe art and
variety in styles of illuStration: yet, as I mentioned, some of that good art
(arid it is ofterivery good) seems in conflict with a giVen text. Well what is
the piirriary goal, exposure to the artior enhancement of the text? pasals
want to expose the children to variety in discourse types and topics; so
sortie Of them include many content selections in their readers: What is
the goal, learning &nettling about the temperature in the arctic afid the
desert in hothfarenheit.and:centigrade (an actual selection from a secbnd-
grade reader) or having a suitable selection on which to practice lower-
ordeeprocesses? Basals wantto teach reference stkills; so in the middle of
a complicated narrative; the children are questioned about where they.
Think the author got the inforrhation he needed to write the selection.
What is the primary goal; understanding the narrative or learning that
there are sources availably for finding informati,e.n?.1 could goon and on.
but I do not want to belabOr

attempt
poit.

.- MYconclusion is that in an p.to be everything to everybody, the
basals sometimes set for themselVes too many .goalS for individual les-
sons. All the things I previously mentioned are good things in themselves

can be incorporated over time. The problem is.that they cannot be
done at once, or all the time and that there are better places for some of
Them to be incorporated. For instance, certainly:there are better places lto
discuss reference soorteS" than in the Middle of a complex narrative;
certainly` some texts are not harmed by abstract drawings; indeed; they
might beohanced: certainly a text about centrigrade and farenheit tern-
peratures is better placed beyond second grade: But ;again the recom
mendalion is for a more careful crafting of each story lesson;

Before concluding I shpuld like tp point out a conflict that call be
,derived from some of the things. have'diseussed and a resolution to that
conflict: Throughout this Chapter; I haveimpliedan equating of the ease
of comprehensibility with good.reading instructional practice. However: I
also discuss the need to challenge students in ways that add to their store
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f knowledge and vocabulary,.iind extend thcir thinking about' tcxt ideas.
he notions of easy material and the need for challenge would seem*

lea011t us with conflicting recommendations._ Perharn-what is needed is iii
two-track u, stem of reading instruction: A daily reading assignment of dn
interestingut conceptually easy selection and also a regular presentation
of conceptually more difficult selections grouped around the same knowl-
edge domtlin. Sinde the conceptual load of the easier selectikis would not
require a great deal proCessing; they would allow children. to build
reading fluency. The torics with a greater conceptual load would help to
build students' knowledge structures. Grouping texts around the same
knowledge domain (e.g., nautical selections), would efficiently-use the .

time spent preparnig children to read about specific content. Each succes-
sive story in the strand could serve to reinforce the children's previous
knowledge of the topic and then proceed to.build on that knowledge base.

For the most part; I have dealt with conditions that we viewed as
potentially problematicand not those we found facilitative: My ptirpOse
in this is not to disparage commercial programs, Indeed; we found many
onditions in each.of the programs that we viewed as helpful in promoting

comprehension. And I remind you that we did not quantify any of the
problematic conditions. Rather, I have stressed problematic aspects in
order to poi4out that they exist. The issue is not whether they exist 5%
or 25% of the time the issue is that they be remedied when they exist:

While Certain instructional practices haVe been negatitetY asqessed in
this chapter, it must be noted, at many children do learn to read under
those very conditions. It must be recognized equally, howeVer, that thcre
are also children who-have difficulty_ learning to read. For thos children,
reading instructio should be carried out in the -n> sf effective way possi7
ble: This does not mean the application of some instant instructional
panacea: for none exists: Fluent reading ability develops slOwly, over
timeImprovements in instructional practice must be matched to this
gradual evolution. A refinement of strategies, aimed at morettareful de-
velopment of each daily lesson..seematiappropriatercourse to follow.
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